"Pregoner" is an institutional communication service aimed at the PAS, PDI and students of the Universitat de València. As such, the messages of the pregoner are originated by university entities and only contain information that said entities consider necessary that their recipients know, in their capacity as members of the university community and by their relationship with said entities for work or study reasons.

The messages are sent under the exclusive control and responsibility of the managers of each of the existing lists. It is the obligation of the managers to decide which messages are sent and make sure that they only deal with issues related to the entity in whose name they send the message.

In every message of the pregoner should be clear the university body that makes the communication and always retains the identity of the sender in order to facilitate contact with it.

The service of the pregoner, as a communication service of the Universitat de València is indissoluble from the email account that the university itself provides mainly for the same purpose: to facilitate communication between members and entities of the university community.